Do you want to join an exciting venture that is shaping the future of mobility? Use your expertise and knowhow for solving innovative challenges in autonomous driving and driver assistance within a highly motivated
team of experts.
As a technical project manager for automotive perception applications at emotion3D, you will be
responsible for managing exciting projects within the domain of computer vision and machine learning for
advanced automotive 2D/3D sensing applications.
You like working with a team of skilled experts that build innovative solutions for the automotive industry? Then
this job is for you.

Technical Project Manager: Automotive Perception (m/f/d)
Full time
Your responsibilities:
Work with technology team consisting of cross-disciplinary software engineers to produce world-class
products driven by technology visionaries, domain experts, and customers
Manage the development process: Own product specifications, requirements, and release plans
Define technical concepts & requirements, effort estimates and solid project plans
Make sure projects stay on time and budget
Participate in user conferences and customer facing situations as a product expert
Collect and synthesize inputs from engineering, sales, business units
Make sure that the working conditions for the team are optimal
Help our support team answering questions as they help our customer having the best experience possible

-

Your skills:
Experienced in agile software development methodologies
Experience with project management tools such as Jira and Confluence
Good understanding and experience in Computer Vision & Machine Learning
Hands-on automotive project management experience as a strong plus (e.g. V-model, ASPICE)
Proficient in programming languages as a plus (e.g. C++, Python)
Strong communications skills
Ability to present products at a professional level
High integrity and solid work ethic
Ability to work independently
Ability to manage multiple projects

-

Your qualification:
-

University degree with Engineering context preferably Computer Science or similar
3+ years of experience in managing software development products and projects, ideally automotive.

Our offer:
-

Working with a highly qualified team
High responsibility on challenging automotive industry projects
Flexible working hours
A modern office environment in a central position of Vienna as well as professional remote work options
A market compliant salary – minimum € 45.000 p.a. - in according to your qualification and experience

You are interested? Please send us your application! We are looking forward to meeting you!
Florian Seitner
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